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benefit of something that helps or promotes the well-being of the full, having all the necessary qualities to develop progress or develop through the process of natural growth alarming sense of despair in the face of obstacles to facilitate freedom from the difficulties or difficulties or efforts of hailing the precipitation of ice
pellets lack of a state of necessity that is missing or unavailable master person who has power over other patriots who loves and defends his country project planned enterprise recommend to express a good opinion remark or write a comment on the present enough The quantities that can meet the need or requirement
to pronounce without qualifications affect have an impact on the calculation to make mathematical climate weather calculations at some point on average during the period of time column line units after one after another the decay organic rotting phenomenon exceed to be or do something more of a team against the
groves of small tree growth without the bushiness of one of the joint appendages of the mammoth animal extinct elephants widely spread in the pleistore. By achieving full natural growth or development allow the presence or allow without the opposite resistance to resist the force of something burn to burn a little and
superficial in order to affect the color of the tower structure higher than its diameter approach to move towards a burrow hole, made by animals, usually for housing to stop putting an end to the state or the activity of the destructive causing the drowsiness of the semi-sleep hunger is extremely hungry. as something will
develop hibernation be inactive or dormant to migrate from one country or region to another and settle there nest to move or organize yourself in a comfortable and cozy position to observe carefully prepare to make ready or suitable or equip in advance reduce to make less serious unsparing in the discipline or judgment
of the enterprise with uncertain results actively characterized by energetic movement of striking to influence with surprise to be present to be present to be a real lese. that is enforceable by law want to have or showing a keen interest or intense desire to expose the show; Make visible or obvious graces the elegance and
beauty of movement or expression to impose a charge and collect payment of modest marked simplicity; having a modest opinion of himself in parallel to be everywhere is equal and not intersecting paralyzed the cause of being a still pessimistic man who expects the worst read to repeat aloud from memory to react to
show reaction to something sharp extremely sudden and unexpected achievement to get with the effort of trying to make an effort of contempt lack of respect feeling intense dislike to entertain provide entertainment for a glimpse of brief or incomplete view of mock treatment with contempt refuse to stop persuading
someone to take a certain position or belief phase any distinct period of time in a sequence of events a whimsically old-fashioned recall to bring up the mind to refuse to accept or recognize to reconsider to make changes to sensitive respond to physical stimuli to clap their hands or shout to indicate the approval of a sly
marked skill in the deception to reveal expose the view as to removing the cover of a gray blunt grayish-yellow in full or in full; full exclamation to say aloud, often with surprise, horror, or joy exquisite delicately beautiful intend to bear in mind, as the purpose of ridicule laugh with contempt and ridicule peers to watch the
search engine progress act moving forward, as to the purpose of clarifying to reduce to the pure state of the scoundrel who makes evil deliberately uneasy causing or fraught or showing anxiety in vain having an exaggerated sense of self-importance to change the cause of change; Make a different confused mistake one
for another to spread to let a few people extract to put out or expel from the place of hugs to squeeze tightly in your hands, usually with a lovingly equipped to ensure, usually for a specific purpose flexible in the ability to bend easily instantly very short time sharp intense or sharp limp walk prevents some physical trauma
snug move or proceed hastily grab to take hold; Capture the shallow lack of physical depth surround to extend from all sides simultaneously; surround the sacrifice of an unfortunate person who suffers from the adverse circumstances of an ancient belonging to the times of the long last century period of 100 years of the
chamber of natural or artificial enclosed space to go down to move down and below, but not necessarily all the way entry the act is going inside and to the center of the invade enter uninvited to find a defining location of the search or study of the passage of the act of transition from one state or place to the next part of
something determined in relation to things that includes its precious high value or cost career animals hunted or caught on the food ramp of the sloping surface connecting two levels of spacious having sufficient surface space on the outer boundary of the artifact or a material layer of quality advantage, having a superior
or more favourable position to wonder to be influenced with surprise confirm to strengthen the distant separated in space or coming from afar by the founder of the man who sets up some establishments of the community of people less than the village host who invites guests to a social event fears about the suitability of
action parch cause withering from the impact of heat the prospect of future success is scarce amounts or numbers compared to the demand shrewd marked hard intellect only the lower leg to torment the intense feelings of suffering; acute mental or physical pain typical qualities that define a group or a good ail to be
badly banished to expel, as if by official decree to report the transfer to another console give moral or emotional power to cringe or curl up intentionally carefully thought out in advance degrees down or back or inward desire feeling that accompanies unsatisfied public means of subsistence financial means by which one
supports the unhappiness of the state as a result of the adverse results of the orphaned child who lost both parents a very steep cliff to recover to get or find back; restore the use of killing kill intentionally and with a symptom of premeditation sensation associated with a particular disease annually occurs each year
artificial flimsy art, rather than the nature of the mixture of the mixture together the various elements bore to make a hole, especially with the pointed power or hand tool significant large in quantity, quantity, degree, or degree of crude belonging to the early stage of technical development evaporated changes in gas or
steam leafs aggregate leaves of one or more plants gash cut open color It becomes more or more or more of the many nutrients provided with sustenance to vary to vary in some particular form of vision of the ability to see yields give or deliver the ability of quality, having the means or skills to do something amiable
diffusive warmth and friendliness of bliss state of extreme happiness to caress a touch or stroke lightly in a loving or endearing way clutch to take hold; capture the coaxial influence or desire of gentle calling, caressing, or flattering fury marked by an extreme anger gesture of hand or body movement to emphasize
thoughts or feelings of muck to be apathetic, gloomy, or stunned preferred as best; Value higher restore to restore or replace put something back where it belongs to the request to express need or desire; Ask for separate standing from each other. Not attached to or supported by anything to avoid and to stay away from
intentionally horror strikes with disgust or disgust dejected victims or marked by low mood depends on the dreary lack of liveliness or charm or surprise fanatic man motivated by the irrational impact of the enthusiasm of hitting one body against another to invade the territory aggressively by military force to isolate the
place or set to separately occupy live in (a certain place) reveal the visible defeat of the suspect Not permanent. not enduring terror the overwhelming sense of fear and anxiety tragic very sad, especially involving grief or or breaking down to allow yourself to have the financial means to do something or buy something
boasting about talking about yourself with excessive pride or self-esteem chord combination of three or more notes that blend harmoniously exceptional surpassing what is common or ordinary or expected having the unexpected good fortune of fringed decorative boundaries of short length hanging strands modest
marked by meekness or modesty; not an arrogant or proud meadow field where grass or alfalfa is grown to be made in hay melancholy by a constitutional tendency to be gloomy and suppressed by stubbornness marked by a tenacious reluctance to yield to begging appeal or asking sincerely to dip the dash furiously or
with great speed or impeousness to soften to give in as influence or pressure to submit to give in to another trudge strongly and firmly , or through the mud obviously clearly shown to the mind or feelings or decision of the ban to ban especially by law or social pressure concentrate to make denser, stronger, or cleaner
concern what you are interested in, because it is important to consider the issue of careful thinking; weigh the contrast of opposition or the dissimilarity of things that are compared to fragile easily broken or damaged or shattered threat then, which is a source of danger to pounce to move down, as if in an attack prompt
according to schedule or without delay the last of the immediate past or just to date the symbol of something visible that represents something invisible coupon sharp hooked claw especially on the bird of prey trophy something given in a sign of victory widespread or scattered apt being a striking expediency and
relevance of the flower a cluster of flowers on a plant branch of any of the large branches of the tree content satisfied or showing satisfaction with things as they hate the dislike of intense twilight time of the day immediately after sunset put out like fires, flames, or lights familiar to a friend who often in the company of
another get to come into possession of a small garden cultivated area where fruit trees are planted practice the usual way of working or the behavior of prunes cultivate tend to and reduce the growth of the thick, having a solid physical force threadbare thin and ragged with age wander to move or force to move in a
winding or circular course address place where a person or organization can be found to approve a judge to be right or commendable; think it is good to conclude to bring to close to deprive a pick of an older person of older age escort escort fee amount charged for riding in public carriage unfortunate marked or showing
hopelessness of the heart showing of warm and sincere friendliness to inhale draw deep into the lungs, breathing deserves the quality deserved by the stingy unwilling to spend the call of asking to come valiant, having or showing heroism or showing the heroism of the wafting long flag; often narrows in the course of each
other, colliding in the same direction a barrier structure or object that prevents the free movement of the width of the degree of something from side to side great alphabetical nature used in writing or printing to ensure that the external external or emerging outside some limits or superficial enmity a bitter quarrel between
the two sides of the fortress fortified defensive structure often coming with short intervals or usually the boundary of the desert on the edge of the settled area of the country peasant one of the class of agricultural workers small small and little value threat declaration of intent to harm the other use put into operation



significantly unusually large in size or quantity or degree or scope or scope of listening to perform for that to get the role to create a lead to the existence of raise from lower to higher position eliminate the end, endure, or do away with engage consume all your attention or time of entry is something that provides access to
get in the basic basic and fundamental advanced ranking above all others to leave someone who needs or counts on you; Leave in trouble to recognize the perceived perceived to be the same sentimental marked tender, romantic, or nostalgic emotion of the source of the place, where something begins a tour route all
the way around a particular place or area of tradition of a particular practice long trio set of three similar things, seen as a unit of arrest to take custody able to be able to congratulate someone that praises the despise of looking down with contempt or disgust to the dispute , will follow in an uncertain future steering
mechanism for the ship to humiliate the reason to feel shame to beg or ask sincerely and urgently to insert to introduce the outrage of the shameful event to pierce penetrate or cut through with a sharp tool quiver shake with a quick, tremulous traffic release to grant freedom; free from imprisonment sullen showing
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